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We define coupling coefficients of a distributed execution which evaluate the temporal interactions 
of a distributed execution between the processes during the execution. These coefficients assess the 
structure of message exchanges rather than the quantity of exchanged information. 
The coupling coefficients are easy to compute and provide a criterion to compare and to analyze 
distributed executions. We check the relevance of our defnitions by computing these coefficients for 
particular cases and by studying their behavior with respect to operators which are defined on the 
distributed computations. This leads us to establish noteworthy results concerning the behavior of 
execution times with respect to these operators. 
Finally, we regard the coupling coefficients as functions of the relative processor speeds and 
charactertze the executions for which coupling is mmimal or maximal. 
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1. Introduction 
A great number of distributed algorithms realize the same function but, paradoxi- 
cally, few criterions are in our possession in order to analyze and to compare them. 
The existing criterions measure the amount of information which is exchanged in an 
algorithm without referring to the way it is exchanged. Classically, these measures are 
referred to as message complexity, bit complexity, and time complexity. 
The messuge complrxit~~ is equal to the total number of messages that are exchanged 
in an algorithm. This implicitly leads one to assume that the message cost is constant. 
In this way, one privileges the solutions with few but long messages. For instance, 
some algorithms for byzantine agreement are optimal with respect to this measure but 
use messages whose length is exponential [7]. This drawback disappears if one 
considers the hit conydr.~ity, namely if one counts the bits that are exchanged between 
the processes. Unfortunately, this criterion yields a hierarchy in distributed algorithms 
which may not be relevant. For example, consider two distributed algorithms, one in 
which each site computes the maximum of II integers and the other in which each site 
computes the logical AND of II bits where one integer/bit resides at each site. Any 
algorithm which performs one of the tasks can be converted to an algorithm for 
performing the other by simply changing the computation at the nodes. However, 
with respect to bit complexity, any algorithm for the logical AND is “better” than the 
algorithm for the maximum that results from this transformation scheme. 
Message and bit complexity measure only the exchanged information from a quant- 
itative point of view without referring to the way it is exchanged. The following 
example shows how necessary a new criterion that assesses the structure of message 
exchanges is. 
Consider the multibroadcast problem studied by Bough [3]. Let G be a bidirec- 
tional connected network. To every node i, one attaches a process Pi. The messages 
propagate along the edges of G. Every process Pi declares a variable seti. Initially, seti 
contains some data (i,d,). The problem is to find an algorithm such that, in the final 
state, all the processes know the set {(i,d;), iEG). We restrict ourselves to the case of 
a bidirectional ring, with n edges, which are consecutively denoted by I,. . . , n. Con- 
sider the following two solutions. 
Algorithm Ml. Process PI sends a copy of set, to Pz. Every process Pi, with i>2, 
waits for a message coming from Pi _ 1, adds this message to its variable srti and sends 
a COPY Of Seti t0 Pi + 1. After P, receives the message coming from P, _ 1, set, = [(i, d,), 
1 <i<n). Then P,, broadcasts sit, through the network. 
Algorithm M2. The algorithm contains [n/21 similar phases. In any phase, every 
process Pi sends a copy of set, to its two neighbors Pi _ 1 and Pi+ 1 as soon as seti is 
altered. When P, receives a message, it adds this message to seti. 
The first algorithm has a better message complexity than the second one. Indeed, 
M 1 sends 2(n- 1) messages as M2 sends 2nrn/21 messages. However, with respect to 
the structure of message exchanges, the best solution is the second one: in the first 
algorithm, the computation is sequential in the sense that, if a process stops, the whole 
system is blocked; in the second algorithm, the broadcast is done in a concurrent way. 
Tirne mnple.uity can be viewed as a first attempt for assessing message structure. It 
is defined as the longest chain of messages ([ 11)‘. However, this measure ignores some 
important features of the message structure. 
Consider a distributed system in which a process wants to broadcast some (local) 
data d to all the other processes in the network. 
This can be achieved, thanks to the following algorithms: 
Algorithm Bl. The initiator sends a message including d to all its neighbors. When 
a message reaches a site for the first time, this one sends a copy of it to all its neighbors 
except the one from which it was received. 
Algorithm B2. Assume that a spanning tree rooted at the initiator is available2. The 
initiator sends a message including d to all its children. When it receives a message, 
any other process sends a copy of this message to its children. 
I Time complexity is also the time consumed by an execution for an idealized timing of events and 
messages: the time for processing an event is 0 and the transmission time is one time unit. This motivates the 
terminology. 
‘Observe that. for any connected graph G. there exists a spanning tree whose height equals the diameter 
of G. 
Time complexity measure does not distinguish between these two protocols. How- 
ever, in B2, a process must wait for a specific message, whereas it must wait for 
a message coming from any of its neighbors in the gossip algorithm Bl. The 
knowledge of rl is available earlier in BI than in B2. Indeed. when forcing messages to 
flow along a spanning tree. messages are spared but this prevents from broadcasting 
in a very concurrent way. This example shows how valuable a concurrency measure 
that rwluates the structurr of’r~wsstr~~~ ~.wha~~ges would be. 
In an asynchronous system. synchronization between processes relies only on the 
fact that a message cannot be received if it has not yet been sent. Obviously, the more 
the processes are synchronized. the less concurrent is the algorithm. Consequently, an 
external observer can evaluate the concurrency degree during an execution of this 
algorithm by computing the delays induced by the message exchanges. In other 
words, thr lrss the prows.sr.s lcwit. thr I~IW co~~cutwnt is t/w eurcution O~‘LI di.strihutrd 
olyorithm. In the framework of formal languages. the concurrency measure defined by 
Beauquier et al. [Z] is based on this principle: they introduce a special letter which 
denotes the fact that a process waits: the frequency of this letter is viewed as the 
concurrency measure. In our model (cf. Section 2), the same principle leads one to 
compute the delays induced by messages. WC will USC these delays to define some 
coefficients (called coupliry coyficicwts) which measure the temporal interactions 
between processes. It should be emphasized that in this way we do not evaluate 
a distributed algorithm but one specific execution. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 a model of distributed systems is 
formally defined. We give an estimate of the time consumed for executing a distributed 
computation in Section 3. From this estimate. we define coupling coefficients in 
Section 4 and compute them in some particular cases. In this way, we check that they 
provide a sound concurrency measure. In Section 5 we study the behavior of these 
coefficients with respect to the concatenation and the fusion operators. Finally, the 
coupling coefficients depend on the relative processor speeds and on the transmission 
delay. In Section 6 coupling coefficients are studied as functions of these parameters. 
We derive for which speeds the concurrency degree of a distributed computation is 
maximal or minimal. 
2. Distributed computations 
I’. 1. Col,il)utatioti.r of NII f~.y~~ti(.111.otioz~s tiistrihutcrl s>~.stcnl 
A distributed system consists of processes communicating only by exchanging 
messages. Each process Pi runs a sequential program, whose execution is modeled by 
a finite sequence Ci of rrrnts. Such a sequence is called a /(KLI/ computatim. A process 
will be characterized by the set of its local computations. This set is clearly prefix- 
closed. 
As shown in 141, any behavior of a distributed system is entirely described by the 
behavior of its processes. In other words, a computation C of a distributed system 
{Pl,..., P,) is composed of the local computations C1, . . . , C,, performed by PI,. ., P,,, 
respectively. 
Each event is either a send event, a receive event or an infernal event. A send event 
causes a message to be sent, and a receive event causes a message to be received and 
the local state to be updated by the content of the message. A send event and a receive 
event are said to correspond if the same message, sent in the send event, is received in 
the receive event. Internal events only affect the local process state. We can safely 
assume that a process does not communicate with itself, i.e., corresponding send and 
receive events are located on (liferent processes. This does not exclude the application 
of our results to algorithms where processes send messages to themselves, but in this 
case the relevant events must be considered as internal events. 
Since we model point-to-point communications, each communication event has at 
most one (unique) corresponding communication event. Moreover, every message 
which is received in a distributed computation must be sent in this computation (but 
not necessarily the converse if we also consider computations where messages are still 
in transit). 
Let C be the n-tuple ( Cl.. , C,,), where Ci is a local computation of Pi. As each Pi is 
a sequential process, the events of this process are totally ordered by their occurrences 
in the sequence Ci. This order, which we denote by <,, implies a total order on the 
events of process Pi. Causal dependencies between events in different processes are 
induced by message exchanges. More precisely, the dependencies between Cl,. . , C, 
refer to the fact that a message cannot be received without being sent. Ifs denotes the 
sending of a message then the corresponding receipt r causally depends on s. This 
causal relation is denoted by s-+r. All causal dependencies between the events of C are 
induced by transitivity from the relations < 1,. , xn, and -+. We shall denote by <, 
and call it the ccrusulity relation, the transitive closure of the union of these n+ 1 
relations and the reflexive closure of < will be denoted by 5. 
Events of a real computation can be perceived (by an idealized global observer) in an 
order consistent with the causal order of these events. In other words, if an event 
LI could affect another event h then (I must happen before h. This shows that the 
causality relation of a distributed computation must be cycle-free. Moreover, every 
message which is received in a distributed computation must be sent in this computa- 
tion (but not necessarily the converse if we also consider computations where mes- 
sages are still in transit). This leads to the following definition. 
Definition 2.1. A computation of a distributed system i P, ,..., P, 1 is an n-tuple 
C = ( Cl ,. . , C, ) of local computations for which the causality relation < of C is 
cycle-free. 
Definition 2.1 implies that for a computation C, (C, <) is a partially ordered set (or 
a poser for short). Two distinct events are said to be concurrent if they are not ordered 
by <. 
In this way, we model distributed computations with asynchronous and point- 
to-point communications. Let us observe that we make no assumption about these 
communications: the messages may be received in disorder. 
Distributed computations can be visualized using r.au.salit~~ diagrams, of which 
Fig. 1 shows an example. The vertical lines denote the local computations. On such 
a line, a dot depicts an event. Messages are depicted as arrows connecting send events 
with their corresponding receive events. 
In order to do inductive proofs, we need to cut computations. Graphically, a 
cut is a line cutting a causality diagram into two parts: a high part and a lower part 
(Fig. 2). Formally, let C = (C, . . . C,,) be a distributed computation and, for any index 
i, let (li be an event of C,. Consider the sequences 
The n-tuplc 
is said to be a c’tlt of C. Since a cut may contain the receipt of a message but not its 
sending, a cut is not necessarily a computation. Clearly, such a situation is undesirable 
for inductive proofs, The following definition rules out such inconsistent cuts by 
requesting that cuts are left-closed under the causality relation <. 
t’~y. 2. A cut of a distributed computation 
Definition 2.2. A cut C’ of C is consistent if for any two arbitrary events u and b of C 
hsC’ and ash * UEC’. 
Therefore, a consistent cut is a computation. Moreover, the reader can easily check 
that a subset C’ of C is a computation only if it is a consistent cut. A basic example of 
a consistent cut is provided by the cuusal pust of an event (I: it is denoted by (1~)~ or 
(la) if no confusion can arise, and is defined by 
(1<1)= (UEC, x&I;. 
Let ‘t’ be the set of consistent cuts of a computation C. This set is partially ordered by 
the inclusion relation. Moreover, if 
C’=(C’] ,..., C;,) and C”=(C; ,..., Ci) 
belong to % then the n-tuples 
c’uc”=(C;uc’;,...,c~uc~) 
and 
C’nC”=( C;nC~,....C~nCfi) 
are two consistent cuts of C such that 
C’nC”G C’G C’UC” and C’nC”~C”~C”uC”. 
Obviously, C’uC” and C’nC” are, respectively, the least upper bound and the 
greatest lower bound of C’ and C” in the poset (%, G ). This proves the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 2.3. The set of consistent cuts ofu distributed computation, purtiully ordered 
by inclusion, @rns (I lattice. 
This result has been stated by Mattern [9]. We shall compare the union and the 
intersection of two consistent cuts with the fusion of two distributed computations 
defined and studied in Section 5. 
2.3. Churucterkution of‘ consistent cuts 
The following lemma provides a very useful characterization of consistent cuts. It 
allows one to simplify a lot of consistency proofs and is implicitly used for the 
correctness proofs of consistent snapshot algorithms. The proof of this lemma is based 
on the fact that causal dependencies between events in different processes are induced 
by message exchanges. 
Lemma 2.4. Let C’ he u cut of‘u distributed computation C. The cut C’ is consistent if 
and only if every n~essuge receiced in C’ is sent in C’. _ 
34x B. (‘/urrrrmBo.\t 
Proof. Let C’ be a consistent cut of C. Let s be a send event and 
receipt. Thus, r causally depends on s. Since C’ is consistent, we 
I.ECI * SEC’. 
v its corresponding 
have 
Conversely, let C’ be a cut of C. Assume C’ is not consistent. There exist two events 
(I and h such that 
Let 
U$C’. ITEC’ and rrih. 
Ir=s,<r,_=.“is,=h 
be a causality chain from II to h such that. for any index k~ 
event .Y in C satisfying 
(I...., p - I ), there exists no 
In other words, So+ , is an immediate successor of sI, for the causality relation. We 
shall say that the chain s1 < .‘. < s,, is strtur.rrterl. Since LI$C’ and ~EC’, there exist two 
consecutive events sI, and .Y k+l in this chain such that sk#C’ and .Y~+, EC’. Since C’ is 
a cut, xk and .Y~ + , cannot take place at the same process. As the chain rl i ..’ < x,, is 
saturated, sl, and x~+, are connected by the relation 4. In other words, xI is the 
sending of a message PI and I k+, is its receipt. Consequently, 1~ is received in C’ and is 
not sent in C’. r7 
Many results in this paper arc shown by induction on the number of messages that 
are received in the computations. The basic idea is to cut a computation in a consist- 
cnt way for obtaining another computation with fewer receipts. Now we describe 
a method for generating such consistent cuts. 
Let C =( C,, , C,,) be a distributed computation which contains more than one 
receipt. Let r be one of the greatest receipt (with respect to the order <) and let Ck be 
the local computation in which I’ occurs. Denote by c, the prefix of C’,, consisting of 
the events x such that .Y <,, t’ (cf. Fig. 3). 
Fig 3. The consistent cut ? 
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Proposition 2.5. The n-tuple 
YF=(C ,...., Fk ,..., C,,) 
is N consistent cut of‘ C. Moreover, ,for any erent .Y bvhich occurs in c, we hate 
(Js)c =( ~S)~. 
Proof. Assume that there exists a corresponding send and receive pair 0, 0 in C such 
that ~$c’and ~)EC. By definition of c’, we have aKk, with r <ko. By transitivity of the 
causality relation, we deduce that r < p. This contradicts the definition of r. Therefore, 
every message received in ? is sent in ?. Clearly, ? is a cut of C. Thus, from Lemma 
2.4, we deduce that ? is a consistent cut. 
Let s be an event in ?. As the causality relation in c’is the trace of i on c, we have 
Conversely, let N be an event in (1.~)~. i e., (15.~. Since c’ is a consistent cut of C and 
.xE?. we have LIE?. Therefore, II belongs to (1.u)~. Consequently, (J.u)~=(J.u)F. P 
Note that the second part of this proof also runs for an arbitrary consistent cut of C. 
Therefore we get the following more genera1 result. 
Proposition 2.6. Jf’C’ is N comistent cut oJ’u computation C rrnd x is an event that occurs 
in C’ (md consequently in C) then the causul pasts of‘s in C und in C’ are equal. 
3. Execution times of a distributed computation 
In this section, we specify under what temporal assumptions the distributed com- 
putations are executed. We prove that these conditions entirely determine the time 
needed by a process of a distributed system to execute a computation. We show some 
basic properties and give an estimate of the execution times of the processes in 
a distributed computation. 
Consider a distributed computation executed on a set of processes. We assume that 
at any time no process is “spontaneously” lazy, i.e., all the events of a computation are 
executed as soon as possible. Moreover, we suppose that the channels are unbounded. 
Consequently, a process cannot wait for sending a message. In this case, a process can 
only be delayed for receiving messages. Section 4 will be devoted to the study of these 
delays induced by communications. First, we prove a few basic facts concerning 
execution times in this section. 
In the sequel we suppose that the computations are executed under these assum- 
ptions. Moreover, in order to simplify the expression of execution times, we suppose 
that the processes start all together. i.e., the processes are synchronized at the 
beginning of the computations. 
Consider an execution of a computation C =( Ci.. . . . C,) satisfying these assum- 
ptions. For any event d in C, let 6,, be the time required for processing u. For any 
message w in C, let ii,,, be the time required for delivering nr. Observe that the 6,‘s and 
the (j,,,‘s do not depend on the computation in which the II’S and the ITI’s are embedded. 
In what follows, we assume throughout that the receipt of a message 111 is instan- 
taneous as soon as 111 is available, i.e., that 6,=0 for any receipt r. Let T,(a) (or T(a), 
if no confusion can arise) denote the execution time of u in C. If ,f; is the last 
event of Ci then T, stands for T(,/i). In other words, Ti is the time required by Pi to 
execute C. 
Let II- denote (if it exists) the immediate predecessor of LI with respect to the relation 
<,. The temporal assumptions given above are formally expressed by the following 
rules. 
(R 1) If a is an internal event or a send event then 
T(a)= T(LI-)+d,,. 
(R2) If a is the receipt of 1~ and s is its sending then 
T(a)=max(T(K), T(s)+~,,,). 
Given our assumptions concerning executions of distributed computations, we will 
check that the execution times of events in a computation are entirely defined by RI 
and R2. 
Proposition 3.1. The jrnction T yirrn h? 
T: C+R, 
Proof. By [lo], there exists a total order < that extends the causality relation <. 
Thus, we can proceed by induction on the finite totally ordered set (C, <); let LI be its 
first event. Since all the processes start together, by Rl we have 
T(u)=h,,. 
Let h be an arbitrary event of C distinct from LI. Let (ch), denote the prefix of 
(C, <) formed by the events that occur strictly before h. Assume that the execution 
time of any event that belongs to (+ h), is computed by R 1 and R2. As (C, < ) extends 
the poset (C,<), (C/I), contains the strict causal past of h. Thus, T(h-) is computed 
by RI and R2 as well as T(s) if b is a receive event and ifs is the corresponding send 
event. Using again Rl and R2. this allows one to compute T(b). 0 
3.2. Ptqvrtit~s of’execution times 
First we formally establish that if an event a belongs to the causal past of another 
event b then (I is executed before h. 
Proposition 3.2. The jiinction T is u nondecreasing jiinction, i.e., 
a< h * T(a)< T(b). 
Proof. Since the causality relation < is transitive and is generated by the relations 
(<i)lcis,, and +, we just need to prove the implication with a <i h or a+h. 
l Assume that c~<~h. Using Rl and R2, we get 
T(h)>T(u)+ c ii,. 
ni,xy$,h 
It follows that 
T(u) < T(b). 
l If a-+b then a is the sending of a message w and b is the corresponding receipt. In 
that case 
T(h)=max(T(a)+d,, T(b-))> T(a). ‘7 
Recall that a consistent cut of a distributed computation can itself be regarded as 
a computation. The following proposition states that an event a in a computation 
C has the same execution time in any consistent cut of C in which a occurs. 
Proposition 3.3. Let C be N distributed computation ad let C’ be u consistent cut cfC. 
For any event a in C’, we hare 
T, (u) = Tc, (a). 
Proof. Using Proposition 2.6, we get 
(l& = (MC, 
and, thus. finally, 
?M, (a)= +I, (4. 
According to Proposition 3.1, the execution time of u depends only on its causal past. 
Consequently, 
T,(a) = T,,,,( (a) and Tc,(ll) = TII,,(., (a). 
From these equalities we deduce that 
Tc (a) = Tc, (u). 0 
Now we rigorously establish an estimate on the time Ti needed for executing the 
local computation Ci. Using Proposition 2.5 we proceed by induction on the total 
number of receipts in the computation C. This proof is exemplary for the spirit of the 
proofs that are to follow. 
Theorem 3.4. Thr titm Ti tldrti .fbr executing the local computation Ci in C = 
(C, ,. , C,,) suti.ufies thr,fitllokviny ituqurrlitic~s: 
Proof. Let p0 be the number of the receipts in C. 
(I) If PO=0 then by RI we get 
Theorem 3.4 is proved in this case. 
(2) Assume that the inequalities in Theorem 3.4 are satisfied by any arbitrary 
distributed computation with p0 - 1 receipts. Let r be one of the last receipts in C and 
let ? be the consistent cut of C associated with r by Proposition 2.5 (cf. Fig. 4). Let Ck 
be the local computation in which r occurs and let tn, be the message that is received 
in r. The computation ? contains p0 ~ 1 receipts. 
l For any ifk, Proposition 3.3 shows that process Pi needs the same time for 
executing the local computation Cj in C as in c?. By hypothesis, we have 
.vz,, 6.x G Ti G _z; 4x-t C 6nt. 
III r M ,,,,I I 
As the set of events that occur in c is included into the set of events that occur in C, 
we deduce that 
l Let us compute the execution time T,. Let s denote the send event corresponding to 
r and let C, be the local computation in which s occurs. By Rl and R2 we have 
= c 6,+max( T(s)+&,,,, T(F)). (1) 
.\Gc‘r, Ick.J;r;) 
As s and r- occur in ?, we deduce from the inductive assumption applied to the 
computation ? that 
1 O,<T(r-)< 1 S,+ c 6,. 
*&i-r * t <= VI tM I w, I 
Relations (l), (2) (3) and 6,=0 immediately imply that 
(3) 
4. Coupling coefficients 
In this section, we study the estimate of execution times given in Theorem 3.4. More 
precisely, we observe that the lower bound and the upper bound are characteristic of 
some typical behaviors. These behaviors correspond to the minima1 and the maxima1 
concurrency. This leads us to define the coupling coefficients that assess the “concur- 
rency default” of a distributed computation. 
If C is a .sryuential computation, i.e., if < is a total ordering, and if the last event of 
C occurs in C’;, then T, is equal to xl&(. 6,+~,,,,,~, a,,,. This upper bound will be 
denoted by T’“‘. On the other hand, if P, is not delayed, i.e., if no receive event occurs 
in Ci, we will say that the local computation Ci is pet$~t/~ concuwc nt. In this case the 
execution time of Ci is equal to the lower bound xXtC., d,. Therefore, the waiting time 
of the process Pi caused by message exchanges is equal to Ti-x_y6c1 6,. Theorem 3.4 
shows that the greatest value of the delay caused by message transmission is 
equal to 
( 
.Zcd,+ 1 d,, - c 8,. 
m t 4, ‘, rtC‘, 
Let us define T~c’=~:,,cc 6,. The maximum delay is equal to T’“‘- TI“’ and is 
achieved for a sequential computation. This motivates the following definition. 
Definition 4.1. The coupling coefficient of C; in C is the ratio 
T. _ T!“’ 
Pi = Tlj’*. 
This ratio provides a measure of the temporal interactions between Pi and the other 
processes. According to the preceding discussion, oi belongs to the interval [0, 11. It 
vanishes if Ci is perfectly concurrent and is equal to 1 if C is sequential and if the last 
event of C occurs in Ci. We shall describe in Section 6 to what extent these sufficient 
conditions for /‘I =0 or I are necessary. 
We suggest to evaluate the global concurrency default in the execution of 
C=( C, . . . . . C,,) by the rt-tuple ([jr . . . . . /I,,) which provides a measure of the temporal 
interactions between the processes P, . . P,, in the computation C. We are not able to 
give better measures of these interactions, which would provide a definition of 
a coupling coefficient between two processes, because these processes could interact 
through a third one. Consequently, the rr-tuple (II,. . . . . p,,) localizes the processes 
which are more delayed but does not point out the processes which are responsible for 
these delays. 
In order to compare the concurrency degree of two distributed computations, we 
would like to assign a single number to every computation. This number would 
measure the mean interaction between the processes. Even if we consider two com- 
putations distributed over the same number of processes, the coefficients /I~, . , pn do 
not allow such a comparison because R” is not naturally totally ordered. In this 
section, we define a mean coupling coefficient less accurate than ( pl,. , p,!) but which 
provides a comparison criterion. 
The approach is similar to the one used to define the coefficients pi. We suggest to 
measure the mean coupling of a computation C by the ratio of the sum of the waiting 
times to the upper bound of this global waiting time. 
Definition 4.2. The mean coupling coefficient is the ratio 
By Theorem 3.4, this number belongs to [O. I]. Moreover, we have 
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So, p is a convex combination of the pi’s; hence, we deduce that 
/)E 
[ 
min (pi), max (11~) .
ICi<n ICi<u 1 
If all the sequences Ci are perfectly concurrent, C is said to be entirely concurrenf. In 
this case, /) = 0. 
On the other hand. p is not necessarily equal to 1 if C is sequential. Let us consider 
the computation A (see Fig. 5); we have 
Observe that pA is strictly smaller than 1 even with 6,=0. That does not question 
the relevance of Definition 4.2 because there exist computations with stronger tem- 
poral interactions between processes. It is the case for the computation B (see Fig. 6). 
Indeed, we easily check that i)A <pB since we have 
26,+6,,+T;C’+T’z“’ 
“B=26,,,+2&,,,+ T:(-‘+ Ty) 
Consequently, it is natural to assume that the mean coupling coefficient for 
a sequential computation is not necessarily equal to its maximum value 1. 
m ! 
Al A2 
Fig. S. Computation .A 
m’ 
m ‘j 
4 B2 
Fig. h. Computation B 
As an example, we use coupling coefficients for assessing concurrency of the two 
multibroadcast algorithms discussed in Section I. 
In order to simplify the formulas giving the execution times, we will suppose that 
the transmission delay of any message is equal to some constant do. Moreover, each 
process Pi will be supposed to need the same time iii for performing an internal or 
a send event. 
Algorithm M 1 has a unique maximal computation. By considering an assignment 
as an internal event, this computation can be visualized by the causality diagram given 
in Fig. 7. By induction, one gets 
T,,=(~1)6,+6, +2(d,+ . ..+~s.,). 
T,,~1=r160+6,+2(iiz+...+fs,,~,)+46,,~,+2s,,, 
Ti=(2r~-i-l)6,,+6,+2(6~+ ... +S_,)+4(6,+ . .._ttj.,_,)+2(5,. 
Hence, we have 
As 
TCF’=2dI, 
T~c’=4cS,, i=2 . . . . . +t. 
Tf” = 2ii,,, 
T’“‘=~(P 1)6,+2(6, +2x;:; $i+cS,,), 
Cl cz G-1 cn 
Fig. 7. Causality diagram ot an MI computation. 
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we get 
(3/2)n(~~-l)S~+(n-1)6,+2(C~_~(n+i-2)Si)+2(n-1)6, 
p = 
2(~-1)(~16~+6~+~~~~ 2Si+S,) 
If all the processes progress at the same rate, i.e., if 
S1=...=S,,zS, 
we get 
i,=(3/2)n(s,+3(n-1)(5=3;4, 
2nS,+4(n- 1)S 
Algorithm M2 has more than one maximal computation because of its non- 
determinism (cf. Fig. 8). This nondeterminism depends on the way each process Pi 
schedules the receipt of the two messages coming from Pi_ 1 and Pi+ 1. Nevertheless, 
we easily verify that, in any maximal computation of M2, the execution times on each 
process Pi during the first k phases (denoted by ( Tik))k,o) satisfy the following 
equations: 
7% = 0 
1, ’ 
+k+IL -max(So+T!kJ +3S._ I1 11, Tlk’+3Si, So+Tjk:1+2Si+I). 
If S1=...=S,,=S then 
T!k’=k(3S+S0). 
As [n/21 phases are required to guarantee that every process knows all the data, we 
have 
ViC(l,...,nj, Ty=3Srn/21 
and 
T’“‘=(36+2S,)n rnj21. 
From these equalities we deduce that the mean coupling coefficient of any maximal 
computation generated by M2 has the following expression: 
h0 
” =2nSo+3(n-1)s‘ 
G-1 Ci Ci+l 
Fig. 8. Causality diagram for an M2 phase. 
Therefore, we have proved that every maximal computation of M2 is less coupled 
than the maximal computation of Ml since we have 
This result is in accordance with the intuitive comparison between Ml and M2 that 
was discussed in Section I. This shows that the coupling coefficients provide a precise 
tool for assessing message exchanges from a qualitative point of view. 
5. Coupling coefficients and operators on distributed computations 
In this section two operators on distributed computations (classically referred to as 
concatenation and fusion) will be formally defined in our model. A reasonable 
concurrency measure must behave well with respect to these operators. We will verify 
that the coupling coefficients satisfy this requirement. For that, estimates of the 
execution times for concatenation and fusion will be given. 
A classical way for designing large programs is to compose smaller programs in 
a sequential way. A composed program P is built by appending several subprograms 
P’, P”, Program P behaves as P’ at first, then as P”. and so on. 
In a distributed environment, this sequential composition is more difficult to 
implement. First, in order to compose two programs P’ and P”. we require that P’ and 
P” have the same structure, i.e., both of them must be distributed over the same 
number of processes. Then, one way of defining sequential composition of P’ and P” is 
to block P” until all the processes in P’ are terminated. This definition is not realistic 
because it requires a third program to be superimposed for detecting the global 
termination of P’. 
An alternative definition is given in [S] by Elrald and Francez: Each process runs 
P” as soon as it has terminated the execution of P’. Therefore, the flow from P’ to P” 
depends on a local control. We will now define this operator in our model. 
Let P’=(P;,...,P,:) and P”= (P;‘. . . . . P,:) be two distributed systems with the 
same number of processes. Let Pi denote the set of sequences Ci such that Ci belongs 
to PI or Ci is formed by appending any sequence C:E Pl’ to a maximal sequence C’,! of 
P( (in this case Ci will be denoted by Ci=Cl;Cp). 
’ Proposition 5.1. Thr WI P = ( P, , , P,, , is ci distributed .sy.stm. Purthermorr UIIJ’ 
n-tuple c = (C, , . , C,,) .such tht 
Vicjl,....n), Ci = Cl;Cy lZ’it11 C,!E Pl, CI)E PI’ Llnd C; rnusimal, 
is u distributed con7putution of‘ P. 
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Fig. 9. Concatenation of two distributed computations. 
Computation C as in Proposition 5.1 is said to be the concatenation of 
C’=(C;, . . . . CA) and C”=(Cy, . . . . Ci) (cf. Fig. 9) and is denoted by C=C’;C”. 
Proof. By definition of the Cts, Pi is prefix closed. This implies that P is a distributed 
system. The fact that C is a computation of P is obvious. 0 
We do not address the semantic properties of the sequential composition. This topic 
is discussed, for instance, in [8, 31. 
5.2. E.uecution times and concatenation 
In this section we make an estimate on the execution times of the concatenation of 
two distributed computations. We will prove that this estimate is optimal. 
Consider two distributed computations 
C’=(C; ,..., CL) and C”=(C; ,..., Ci) 
such that, for any index i, Ci is a maximal sequence. Let C be the concatenation of C’ 
and C”: 
C=C’;C”. 
Theorem 5.2. Jf Ti (resp. Ti, T:‘) denotes the execution time Of Ci (resp. Ci, Cl’) then 
Ty+ min (Tj)6TidTI’+ max (Tj). 
jt; 1. ..,n; jtI 1. .nI 
For the proof we will use the following technical lemma. 
(4) 
Lemma 5.3. Let a and b be two events of a distributed computation such that a < b. Let 
i (resp. j) denote the index of the local computation in which a (resp. b) occurs. If a and 
b do not take place at the same process (i.e., i#j) then there exist a send event s and 
a receive event r such that 
aSis, S-K r, and r<jb. 
Proof. Using the definition of the causality relation < we obtain a saturated chain 
from u to h. Events of this chain are connected by either + or by <k with k E [ I,. . , n). 
Since II and h do not take place at the same process, the relation + must occur at least 
once. Let s (resp. 1.) be the last (resp. first) event in the chain such that 
a<,.~ (resp. rsjh). 
Each local dependency i,, occurs only between two events that take place at the same 
process. Consequently, the immediate successor (resp. predecessor) of s (resp. r) in the 
chain is connected to s (resp. 1.) by +. It follows that s is a send event and r is a receive 
event. n 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. We will actually prove the more general result that for any 
event h~c” 
T”(h)+min(T; ,.... T:,)< T(h)< T”(h)+max( T’,,..., T:,). (5) 
According to Lemma 3.3. it suffices to consider (1 b)c,, instead of C”. Note that 
(lh)c=(lh),-.,,,I, 
The proof is by induction on the number of receipts in (lb),,,. This number will be 
denoted by p. Let Cl’ be the local computation in which b occurs. 
(1) If p=O then we have 
T”(h)= 1 cS,~ and T(h) = c 5,-t T) 
x~(‘,“-~l.l,l< xtC;‘-tllhi,. 
Consequently, (5) is satisfied. 
(2) Assume that (5) holds for any event whose causal past contains at most 
p receipts. Let b be an event in C: whose causal past contains p-t 1 receipts exactly. 
Choose one of the last receipts I’ in (lh),,,. Note that r< h. Applying Proposition 2.5 
to the event r of (Jb&-., we construct a computation c’that contains p receipts. Let k be 
the index such that c,#((lb).,,), (i.e.. ~EC:). 
Assume that k#i. By Lemma 5.3, there exist a send event s’ and a receive event r’ 
such that 
r-c,s’<r’-cib. 
This contradicts the definition of I’. It follows that k=i 
Next, define 
C= Cl;? 
and apply Proposition 2.6 to any event .x in ?. We get 
(Js)c- =(Ju)T_ 
and 
Let T(s), T”(.x), ?(x) and F(X) be the execution times of x in C, C”, d and ?, 
respectively. By Proposition 3.3, we have 
T”(x) = F(s) and T(x) = T(x). 
At most p receive events occur in the causal past of x as an event in c. From the 
inductive assumption it follows that 
and 
T(s)= T(X)< ?(u)+max( T’r ,..., T&)= T”(u)+max( Tfl, . . . . Tk) (6) 
T(x)= f(x)> ?(.~)+min(T; ,.... Tk)= T”(x)+min( T; ,..., TA). (7) 
Let s be the send event corresponding to r. Since we assume that a process does not 
communicate with itself, s and I’ do not occur in the same local computation; hence, 
s belongs to c’(cf. Fig. 10). Let WI denote the message sent by s and received by r. Using 
Rl and R2, T”(h) and T(b) are given by 
T”(b)= c d,+T”(r)= c 6,.+max( T”(F), T”($+a,,,) 
riy<h r-fy<h 
and 
T(h)= c d,+T(r)= c ii,.+max( T(F), T(s)+6,). 
r<.vsh r<v%h 
AS s and I’- occur in c, their execution times satisfy inequalities (6) and (7): 
and 
T”(.s)+min( T’, ,..., Tk)< T(s)< T”(s)+max( T; ,..., T;) 
T”(r-)+min( T;,..., TL)< T(F)< T”(r-)+max( T;,..., T:,). 
Therefore. we have 
max( TW), T(s)+6,)<max(T”(r-), T”(s)+6,)+max( T;,..., T;). 
- 
1 s i_J+: c” 
- -. - - - - - _- _ 
C’ 
1 i n 
Fig. 10. Causality diagram of C. C’. C”, ? and ?. 
Finally, we deduce that 
T(h)< T”(h)+max( T;,.... TL). 
In a similar way we get 
max( T(F), T(s)+h, )>max( T”(F), T”(.s)+S,)+min( T;,..., Th) 
and 
T(h)> T”(h)+min(T’,,..., TL). 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 5.2. !Z 
Consider the computations C, C’ and C” which are defined by Fig. 11. Then 
T; =6,, T;=&,+t<, 
T; =6,,+6,+ci,, T;=6,+6,+S,, 
.-. . . 
T, = 8, + max( h,, S,, + S,. + 0, + O,,, ), Tz=S,,+&+6,y+6f+i$, 
and 
T,=T;‘+max(T;, Ti) ifS,<S,+S,. 
Tz=T;+min( T’,, T;) if S,>S,+S,. 
This shows that inequalities (4) are optimal. 
Moreover, it should be noted that if S,E[S,,+S~,S~+S~+S~+S,,,] then 
T, < T; + T; 
Therefore, for a specific process, the concatenation of two computations can be faster 
than the sum of the two. This fact may seem surprising at first sight. A closer look at 
Fig. 11 reveals that the transmission of IH is concurrent with CI in C but is balanced by 
nothing in C “_ In fact, this situation is typical for concatenations that are locally faster 
than the sums. 
d 
T 
-- 
a 
9 
f 
s 
- 
C 
b 
1 2 
Fig. I I. An example which proves that inequalities (4) are optimal 
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5.3. Coupling coqficients und concatenation 
Theorem 5.2 entails a complicated estimate of the coupling coefficients of the 
concatenation because it depends on LI =maxiEI 1, ,nl ( T;)-mini.; 1. .nl ( Tf) (see 
[6]). However, this estimate is simplified in some particular cases: 
All the processes terminate simultaneously in C”, i.e., 
T; = . ..= T;. 
Let T(COm, _ 
-1 mEMdm (resp. T”Com)=CmEM.6,, T”‘Com)=~,,,~M..&,,) denote the sum 
of the transmission delays in C (resp. C’, C”). The mean coupling coefficient p of the 
concatenation is equal to 
(n_ 1) T’(s)+ T’(“O”I, (n _ 1) T”‘“’ + T”(COm, 
‘= (n_ 1) T’s’+ T’COm, “+ (n_ 1) T’s’+ T(COm, P”’ 
Since T”’ = T”” + T”“’ and T’Com) = T”C“m’ + T”‘cOm), p is a convex combination of 
p’ and p”. Note that the weights of p’ and p” correspond to the relative “temporal” 
size of the computations C’ and C” in C. 
Given a maximal computation C of a distributed system, let Cm denote the 
concatenation of VI computations that are all equal to C: 
C”=C;...;C. 
i 
“1 
The mean coupling coefficients of C and C” that are, respectively, denoted by p and 
pm satisfy the following inequalities: 
nA 
p-(* ++_l) T’s’+ T’COm, 
nA 
~P”‘~P+‘l-l’m’(n_~)~‘~~+T(EO~)’ 
If all the processes terminate simultaneously in C, these inequalities are equivalent 
to 
pm=p. 
5.4. Fusion 
The other type of composition treated here describes how to construct a computa- 
tion by fusing separate ones (see Fig. 12). We motivate our definition by the following 
observation. Consider two computations C’ and C” extending a third one C. Suppose 
that all the processes that progress in C’\C (resp. C”\C) are not involved in C”\C 
(resp. C’\C). Therefore, events in the two different parts that extend C are indepen- 
dent. In the following proposition we claim that, added to the events of C, they form 
a new computation as a whole. A similar result appears in [S]. In this paper, Chandy 
and Misra define a computation as the set of feasible schedulings of events of the 
computation. Consequently, instead of reasoning about the poset (C, < ), they con- 
sider the total orders that extend this poset. 
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Fig. I?. The fusion of two computations. 
Let C=(C,,...,C,,) be a distributed computation and let C’=(CfI,...,CA) and 
C” =( C;. . , C’i) be two computations that extend C. Namely, for any index i, Ci is 
a subsequence of Cl and of Cl’. Assume that the sets I and J given by 
I=(iE(l,...,n 1. C,#Ci) and .J= iE(l,...,nJ. Ci#Cl’j 
are disjoint. Define 
if iEI, 
if iEJ, 
(Ci=Ci=C’~ if i$luJ. 
Proposition 5.4. The n-trtple c = ( e, , ,6,) is a distributed computation, callrd the 
jirsion of C’ uml C”. 
Proof. We first prove that every message that is received in c is sent in ? just once. 
Let I’ be a receive event of ?. Assume for instance that I’ occurs in C’. Therefore, C’ 
and, consequently. ? contain a corresponding send event. Suppose c contains two 
different send events which correspond to r. Since C’ and C” are two computations, 
these send events would occur respectively in C’ and C” and would be performed by 
two different processes. Consequently, r would be the receipt of two different messages 
(each message is labelled by its sender identity). This contradicts our model definition. 
Second, we must show that the causality relation in c (denoted by <c^, is cycle-free. 
Observe that <f is the smallest transitive relation that contains <,_-, and <:c,., i.e., 
<c=( <(.,u-i(.-)*. 
Suppose that there exists an event a1 such that aI <t aI. Since <i- is generated by 
xc., and <c,,, there exists a sequence of events denoted by a2,...,aI such that 
For instance, suppose CI~ is in C’. As (C’, -Kc,) is cycle-free, there is at least one event of 
this sequence in CU\C. Let j be the first index such that 
UjE C” \ C. 
Consequently, Uj and aj+ L are connected by <c,, and aj+ 1 E C”. As C is a consistent 
cut of C”, we have 
Uj+ 1 EC” \C. 
Step by step, one gets 
II 1 E c ” : c. 
This contradicts the basic assumption C’nC”= C. 0 
Computations C, C’ and C” can be regarded as consistent cuts of 6. From this 
point of view, we have 
C=C’nC” and C=C’vC”. 
Note that fusion is more difficult to define than union. The reason is that for the fusion 
operator we construct a new computation, whereas for union we restrict ourselves to 
the set of consistent cuts of a given computation. 
5.5. E.uc~cutinn times unrl fusion 
Process progressions in C’\,C and in C”\$C are independent. Therefore, processes 
need the same time for executing their local computations in 6 as in C’ or C”. 
Theorem 5.5 formally states this intuitive result. 
Theorem 5.5. The execution times @“C’, C’, C” urd c satisfy the,followiny equality: 
ViE{l,...,n}, ri+ Ti=Tl+ T:i. 
More prrcisel~~. 
?,=T:’ mu’ T,=Ti if’i$l, 
and 
ri= Ti and T,=Ty if’i$J. 
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.3 applied to the consistent 
cuts C, C’ and C” of C. 0 
From Theorem 5.5 we shall deduce the behavior of the coupling coefficients with 
respect to the fusion operator. In particular, we will formally prove that, when we 
compose by fusion two computations with weak temporal interactions between 
processes, the resulting computation has weak temporal interactions, too. 
Proposition 5.6. The mm coupling c.oc$ic.ients p (resp. p’, p”, p) qf C (resp. C’, C”, c) 
satisfy the ,following cqumlity: 
A 
tn _ 1) T’(s) + T”““’ , (,* _ 1) T”‘“’ + T”““” (n _ 1) T’s’+ T(Cd 
p=(Il_ l)f(W+ f(com) ’ + (,l_ 1) fI.V+ f(com) P”-(n_ 1) fG)+ f(com) ” 
Hence, 
Proof. Note that 
,(s, + T’s’ = T”s’ + T”‘s’ 
and 
+n) + pornI= T’(COrn, + T”(COrn,, 
Then the results follow immediately from Theorem 5.5. Cl 
Therefore, the mean coupling coefficients behave well with respect to the two 
operators “concatenation” and “fusion”. This argues for the relevance of the definition 
of these concurrency measures. 
6. Variations of the coupling coefficients 
In this section, coupling coefficients are regarded as functions of the relative 
processor speeds and the transmission delay. A characterization of entirely concurrent 
computations by means of the functions (I~,..., I)~ and p is given. Furthermore, we 
determine the speeds for which coupling is maximal or minimal. 
Let C =( C, ,. , C,) be a distributed computation. We still assume that C is executed 
under the conditions of Section 3. Moreover, we suppose that the time necessary for 
executing an internal event or a send event in each process Pi is constant and equal to 
some 6i (observe that events can be defined such that this assumption holds). In 
addition, we suppose that the message transmission delay is also constant; this 
constant delay will be denoted by 6,. With these assumptions, note that 
T”““)=~M~d, and TiC)=pi6i, 
where pi denotes the number of internal and send events of Ci. It will be useful to set 
pO= iA4 I. We shall now study the execution times Ti as functions of &, 61,...,6,. 
Theorem 6.1. As a function of So, dl,. . ,6,,, the time Ti necessary for executing Ci 
belongs to the class yf,functions 9 ohtuined by composition using the two operations 
+ und max. 
Theorem 6.1 is an obvious consequence of the inductive computation of Ti given by 
Rl and R2 (cf. Proposition 3.1 and its proof). From it, we derive important properties 
of the functions T,. 
For any function ,f’: E+F and any subset E’ of E, flE’ denotes the restriction of 
.f’to E’. 
Corollary 6.2. There exists u finite purtition of (R+)“+’ into polyhedral cones3 
K1,. , MN whose or&in is 0 =(O, ., 0) and such that&r any (i, k), Tijgk is a linearform. 
Moreocer, T, is continuous and concex. 
This implies that Ti is l-homogeneous, i.e., 
V’3.>0, Ti(i.60,jb6, ,..., j.d,)=i,Ti(So,61,..., 6,). 
This property expresses the independence of the Ti’s with respect to the choice of 
the time scale. Note that, generally, Ti is not differentiable because of the operator 
max. 
For each polyhedral cone (Gk as in Corollary 6.2, there exist n + 1 integers a,, . . , a,, 
such that 
TiIK,= C aj6j. 
j=O 
Using the same proof scheme as for Theorem 3.1, we can prove that 
VjE(O ,..., n), Uj~pj. 
Now we investigate the property of the mapping 
(8) 
@:(C 1, . . . . C,)-( T1, . . ., T,,)ES*I”. 
A first natural question is to know whether the set of computations distributed over 
n processes is in a one-to-one correspondence with .F’. Consider the two compu- 
tations depicted in Fig. 13. Compute their execution times. For both computations, we 
have 
T1(Go,S1,S2)=360+361+562, 
Tz(fio,61,fi2)=260+261 +6&. 
It follows that @ is not injective. 
3 Polyhedral cones are cones delimited by a finite number of hyperplanes. 
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On the other hand, the execution time ri of a process Pi cannot depend on some 6, 
withjfi without communication from Pi to Pi. Therefore, there exists no computa- 
tion such that the execution time of Pi is given by T,=ii,. This proves that @ is not 
surjective. 
Unfortunately, we are not able to characterize the n-tuples in 3” which are 
realizable as execution times of a computation distributed over 11 processes. In fact, 
such n-tuples are subject to rather subtle conditions. For instance, consider 
C=( C1, C2) a computation distributed over 2 processes. Assume that the message 
transmission is instantaneous, i.e., (5, =O. By Corollary 6.2, the execution times T1 and 
Tz induce a partition of the set of parameters ((S,, (?I) into convex sectors. For each 
sector there exist four integers N, h. (’ and d such that 
TICS,, SJ=trS, +hd2, 
Tz(S,,S,)=cS, +dSz. 
It is possible to prove that these numbers satisfy the following inequalities: 
(see [6] for a proof). In other words, Ti cannot depend on 6, more than Tj does. This 
result seems very reasonable but it holds no longer when there are more than three 
processes or when (jO # 0. 
Recall that our concurrency measure is based on the following principle: the less the 
processes wait, the more concurrent is the computation. We could have considered the 
following slightly different principle: the less the slowing of one process can affect the 
execution times of the other processes, the more concurrent is the computation. In this 
way one assesses concurrency by measuring the tolerance of the system to the slowing 
of one process. This new principle leads to a concurrency measure involving the 
partial derivatives Ti!iSj instead of the delay Tin T,“’ (it looks like a “differentiated” 
form of our basic principle). However, the jumps of T</‘Si do not intuitively correspond 
to some jumps of the concurrency degree. In other words, as a function of the delays 
&,6,, , (S,,, a relevant concurrency measure must be continuous. This alternative 
principle yields a measure that does not satisfy this requirement. This is the reason 
why we renounced evaluating concurrency in this way. 
6.3. Vuriuriotts of’ tlzr couplitrg co~ficien ts 
Consider the coupling coefficient /Ii of the local computation Ci as a function of 
ii,,,61 ,..., 6,,. Note that 
The l-homogeneity of Ti implies that /li is O-homogeneous, i.e.: 
pi(ks(),l.s I,..., E.S,)=p,(S,,S, ,...) S,!). 
In other words, the restriction of /Ii to any ray of origin 0 in (R+)“+’ is constant. 
Hence, in order to study pi> we only have to study its restriction to the simplex 
K=((& ,..., d,,)~(R+)“+l, 6,, +6, + ... + S,, = 1). One checks that pi is defined and 
continuous on K \, i Ai), where Ai is the point all of whose components equal 0 except 
the ith, which is equal to 1: 
Ai=(O ,..., O,l,O,...,O). 
Proposition 6.3. pi is not larger thun maxjEiO, ,,n, ii) (/In) 
This inequality relies on the following technical lemma. 
Lemma 6.4. [f’ ( ai)yz , , (bi)~= , mul (r.i)yl= , we m-tuples cf nonneyatiue real numbers 
thet1 
Proof. Denoting M = maxi= 1, ,m (Ui/bi), we have 
ViE(l,...,m), Mhi-ai>, 
and, so, 
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This is equivalent to 
Proof of Proposition 6.3. Let (&,, . . ..~.,)EK. As Ti is convex, 
Ti(bo,~1,...,(5,,)~ ~ Ti(Aj)iSj 
j=O 
According to Theorem 3.4, we have 
Ti(A,)=P,. 
Together with (9), these two relations give 
Applying the preceding lemma, we get 
pi(So,...,(j,,)< max = max (p,(Aj)). 0 
,jelO. .,I\ lil jtlo. .n) {il 
In the following theorem. we compute the ratios pi( Aj) for i #j. This theorem yields 
a connection between the coupling coefficients and the causality relation <. As 
a corollary, we will get a characterization of entirely concurrent computations by 
means of the coupling coefficients. 
Theorem 6.5. (I) [f fif rlrnotes the number I$ inter& und send events performed hq 
process Pj trhich h~‘~0WJ to the cu~.wl pLrst of’,f; then 
(2) [f’fii denotes the /ength of’ the [onyest chain qf me.s.su~qe.s” in (1.f;) then 
Proof. The proofs of Theorem 6.5( 1) and (2) are similar. We only give the proof of 
Theorem 6.5(2). Let h be an event of C and let lg(h) d enote the length of the longest 
chain of messages in (Lb). We will prove that 
T(h)(&)=lg(h). (10) 
A A chain of messages is a message sequence IV,, , mq such that for any index iE ( I.. . y ~ 1) the sending 
of m, + I depends causally on the receipt of IPI,. 
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As an immediate consequence, it will follow that 
T,(A,)=lg(f,)=$ 
and 
p,(A,)L 
PO 
Proposition 3.3 allows one to compute execution times in (lb),. Proceed by 
induction on the number of receipts in (Jh)c (that is denoted by p). 
(1) If p =0 then lg(h)=O. According to Theorem 3.4, we have 
T(h)(A,)=O=lg(h). 
(2) Assume that the equality (10) holds for any event .Y whose causal past contains 
p receipts at most. Let b be an event such that (Jh) contains p + 1 receipts. Let r be one 
of the last receive events in (lb). Using Proposition 2.5, cut (lb) at r in a consistent 
way. The resulting consistent cut will be called c. As shown in the proof of Theorem 
5.2, r and b take place at the same process. Let s be the send event that corresponds to 
r and m the message corresponding to (s, r). Then 
V)(A,)=max(TJs)(A,)+ 1, TcV)(Ao)). 
According to Proposition 2.5, s and r- have the same causal past in C as in c. From 
Proposition 3.3 it follows that 
T(r)(Ao)=max(T~(.s)(Ao)+ 1, Tc(r-)(A,)). 
By assumption, we have 
7’~(s)(Ao)=lg~(s) and TF(r-)(A,)=lgc(r-). 
A longest chain of messages in (-/h)c is either a longest chain of messages in 
(lr-)c=(lr-)c, or a longest chain of messages in (Js)~=(~.s)~ catenated with m. This 
implies that 
lg(h)=max(lg(r- 
and 
T(h)(Ao)=k(b). 
13 k(s)+ 1) 
q 
We are now in a position to characterize entirely concurrent computations. 
Corollary 6.6. A local computation is pe@ctly concurrent @its coupling coefJicient is 
the constant function 0. A distributed computation is entirely concurrent ifs its mean 
coupling co@icient is the constunt function 0. 
Proof. We know that if Ci is perfectly concurrent then Pi’O. Conversely, if PisO then 
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Hence, Cj contains no receipt and Ci is perfectly concurrent. As the mean coupling 
coefficient is a convex combination of the coupling coefficients, we deduce the 
characterization of the entirely concurrent computations. _ 
We shall now study the behavior of /ji near Ai. Consider the distributed computa- 
tion depicted in Fig. 14. When (So ski, 3ii, we have 
2& + 62 
p1=. . 
26(, + 36, 
One obtains that (cf. Fig. 15) 
l if S2=0 and ij”>O. ri,,+O, then /),+l; 
l if 6,=0 and 6,>0. dz+O. then ~,I-tl;3. 
Thus, iji has no limit at Ai. 
This example naturally leads one to consider the segments R in K extending from Ai 
and to study the restriction pilR. Informally speaking, this means that the relative 
speeds of PI ,..., P,_I,P,+ ,,.... P,, are fixed. Think of pilR as a function of Ji. 
Proposition 6.7. The,filrxtion pi / R is dwrensiny utd is constant in the> tleiyhhorhood of’ 
(5, = 1 So, it ar1tnif.s 0 limit \c/ten ii, goes to 1 otul pi is greater fhan the lmver howd of 
thse limits. 
Proof. Define any segment R in K extending from Ai by the equality 
R=(M,=tA,+(l-r)B,t~[0, I]). 
where B belongs to K n(6i = 0). Define 
B=(u” ,.... Ili_l,o.lli+l ,.... u,,). 
Consequently. 
M,=((l --I)uo ,..., t, ..(I -t)ll,,). 
According to Corollary 6.2, there is a finite partition of K into polytopes such that the 
restriction of Ti to any of these polytopes is linear. Consider a polytope U of this 
partition and set 
If M,ECJ then we have 
pi(M,)=zj#i(l -f)Uj~j+f(ai-Pi)=Cj~iujaj f 
( 1 
Pieai 
Cj#i(l-f)Pjuj Ej*iPj”j- 1 --t Cj~ipjUj’ 
Since ui<pi, t-+pJM,) is decreasing when M,cU. As the sets {t~[0, 11, M,EU) are 
segments which cover [0, 11, pi is decreasing on R. 
Moreover, Theorem 3.4 shows that if U is one of the polytopes which contain Ai 
(cf. Fig. 16) then di is equal to pi. Therefore, we get 
VMEU~R, p,(M)= 
xj#iLijaj 
xj*i”jPj 
In other words, if U is such a polytope which contains a neighborhood of Ai in 
R then pilR is constant on a neighborhood of Ai. 0 
As one consequence of this proposition, we obtain that the minimum coupling of Ci 
is realized when all the processors Pj with j#i are infinitely fast: this result is quite 
natural! 
Unfortunately, we are not able to give an interpretation of the limits along the 
segments extending from Ai in terms of the causality relation <. This would probably 
provide a characterization of the sequential computations. This question remains 
open. 
As a function of do, 6,). ,6,, p is defined on (R + )“+ ’ \ { 0 j. One can easily verify 
that 
p= ~lSiSnTi-~,16t<nPidi Ll <i<n T,-))l_<i<nPibi 
n(&<isnPdi)-~ 1~i~,IP16i=(n-1)(C,,i,,P,Si)+nPo60’ 
Fig. 16. Segment in K extending from A, and polytope U containing A,. 
From Theorem 6.2, we derive that 0 is O-homogeneous and fully determined by p (K. 
The study of the variations of p provides the values of 6,,..., S, for which the 
interactions between processes are the weakest and the strongest. In this section, we 
state a result that makes easier the search of the extrema of p. For that, we need the 
following preliminary result. 
Proposition 6.8. Let % he ~1 polyhedral cone in (R+)“+ ’ such that ull the restrictions 
Ti 1% are linear fbwu. Let Ml , , M, be the vertices of‘% n K. Thelen p 1% n K ranges ouer 
[min p( Mi), max p( Mi)]. 
Proof. Define the sets f /t,~%nK by the following recursion: 
(1) ~fl,,= (A/f, ,..., M,,), 
(2) (/ilk is the union of the segments whose vertices belong to ,C/k_l. 
Then the convex envelope of No is equal to % n K; so, 
(*) .N,=%nK 
if k is large enough (k=n is sufficient). 
For any segment R ~‘6 nK, pJ R is a homographic function; hence, it is monotonic 
and takes its upper and lower bound at the extremal points of R. Therefore, we have 
and 
sup p(M)= SUP P(M) 
hl E //I, ME /,I,. I 
inf l’(M)=,M,‘;f_ P(M). 
ME /I!+ k 5 
By induction, this clearly implies 
sup p(M)=max p(M,) 
ME //* I 
and 
inf p(M)=min p(Mi). 
ME l/c I 
Using the equality (*), this completes the proof. 0 
There exists a partition (55 1,....%,,r i of(R+) “+l) into polyhedral cones such that all 
the restrictions T,i?> are linear forms. These polyhedral cones induce a partition 
%‘,nK ,..., XvnK of K. Denote by S1 ,..., S. &, the vertices of these polytopes. As an 
immediate consequence of Proposition 6.8, we deduce the following theorem: 
Theorem 6.9. The meats couplirzy coc$icient p rant_les ouer [minp(Si), max p(S,)]. 
Given the partition ‘c; 1,. , %,v of (R + )‘I+ ‘, Theorem 6.9 makes easier the search of 
the “best” and of the “worst” speed according to the coupling. 
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Fig. 17. The mean coupling coefficient is maximal at A0 and minimal at C. 
Example. As an example, we will apply Theorem 6.9 to the computation depicted in 
Fig. 14. If 62<60+S1 then 
/,= _ 3&+6, 
4?1~+26r+36, 
else 
60-6, +26* 
‘=4&+26, +3&’ 
The vertices of the partition described in Theorem 6.9 are Ao, A 1, A*, B = 
[AoAI]n(G,,+cS,=62)andC=[A,A2]n(6o+6,=62)(cf.Fig. 17).Asimplecompu- 
tation gives 
p(A,)= 3/4, P(A I )= l/Z ~(A,)=2/3, 
c,(B)=3/7 and p(C)= l/5. 
Using Theorem 6.9, we conclude that p is maximal at A,, and minima1 at C. 
7. Conclusion 
In this paper we have defined the coupling coefficients of the execution of a distrib- 
uted computation which evaluate the delays induced by the synchronizations. In this 
way one assesses the structure of the message exchanges contrary to the existing 
measures, which only address the quantitative aspects concerning these message 
exchanges. These coupling coefficients naturally induce a concurrency measure. We 
have checked that this measure has a good behavior for a range of computations and 
is compatible with two operators on computations which are usually considered in the 
design of distributed algorithms. Moreover, as a function of the processor speeds, this 
concurrency measure is continuous, which is quite a natural requirement. Conse- 
quently, it seems to be a sound concurrency measure. Together with additional 
measures (as the speed-up). coupling coefficients provide a new interesting tool for the 
analysis of distributed executions. 
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